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Abstract: Cooperating experts approach attempts to integrate and coordinate the activities of multiple specialised problem solvers that come together to solve complex tasks such as design, medical diagnosis, business management and so on. Due to the different goals, knowledge and viewpoints of agents, conflicts may arise at any phase of the problem-solving process. Managing diverse expertise requires well-organised models of conflict resolution. In this paper, a model for cooperating experts is described which openly supports multi-agent conflict detection and resolution. The model is based on the idea that each agent has its own conflict knowledge which is separated from its domain level knowledge, and each agent has its own conflict resolution knowledge which is not accessible and known by others. Furthermore, there are no globally known conflict resolution strategies. Each agent involved in a conflict chooses a resolution scheme according to its self interest. The model is described by using an example in the domain of office design and it is compared with other systems.

1. Introduction

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is a subfield of AI which attempts to integrate existing problem-solving methods used in classical AI in order to develop systems that benefit from multiple agents’ points of view. A solution developed by multiple agents incorporates aspects of each agent’s problem-solving capabilities and perspectives rather than just the view of an individual agent’s analysis of the problem (Cammarata et al. 1983; Chaib-Draa et al. 1992; Durfee et al. 1989; Gasser 1991; Malone & Crowston 1991; Polat & Guvenir 1991a; Smith & Davis 1988). One of the application domains of DAI is cooperating expert systems. The cooperating expert system approach is concerned with solving complex tasks which require diverse expertise to generate comprehensive solutions.

Applications of cooperating expert systems can be seen in human problem-solving tasks such as design, medical diagnosis, research, business management and human relations. Several systems reflecting the cooperating expert systems approach such as Hearsay-II (Erman et al. 1980), Contract Net (Smith & Davis 1988), Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed (Lesser & Corkill 1988), MDX (Chandrasekeran 1982, Gomez & Chandrasekeran 1984) and Coop (Shekhar & Ramamoorthy 1992) are described in the literature. Managing diverse expertise is difficult because one has to take into account the problems which will arise in working out solutions in the face of conflicting goals, constraints, viewpoints and knowledge of heterogeneous experts.

In this paper, we describe a model in which a set of knowledge-based agents cooperates to solve design problems. The model is based on the resolution of conflicting solutions generated by experts having different goals, priorities and evaluation criteria. Existing approaches to conflict management (Adler et al. 1989; Klein & Lu 1989; Lander & Lesser 1990; Werkman et al. 1990) rely on coordinated resolution strategies which require resolution of a conflict based on a globally agreed strategy. In existing systems, conflict resolution knowledge is either maintained centrally or replicated by all agents. In any case, one of the disputants is given the power to take control of the conflict and use a resolution scheme known to everybody. In the approach described in this paper, however, agents are free to choose the most appropriate action, given their understanding of the global and local situations and their own capabilities. They maintain their own set of conflict resolution knowledge which is not globally known. Using their own conflict knowledge, the participants may reach an agreement on a revised solution.

There are several reasons why there is a need for resolving conflicts by means of agents’ private conflict resolution knowledge instead of global knowledge about conflict resolution. First of all, this is much more similar to the resolution of conflicts that occur among human beings in solving complex...
problem tasks in domains like design, diagnosis and business management. When a conflict is detected, it is not resolved by a central authority with global conflict resolution knowledge; rather, specialists involved in the conflict negotiate a revised solution that will be acceptable to all of them, using their own conflict resolution knowledge and perspectives. Second, forming global conflict resolution knowledge requires merging the conflict resolution knowledge of each agent obtained through knowledge acquisition in a consistent manner. This makes the maintenance of the global knowledge difficult because, when a new agent is added to or removed from the system, or the conflict resolution knowledge of an agent is revised, the global conflict resolution knowledge must be rebuilt accordingly. The last reason is related to the advantages of having distributed knowledge at all agents for reliability and fault-tolerance, instead of maintaining this knowledge in a centrally organised manner.

In Section 2, an overview of conflict management in cooperating expert systems is presented and the existing approaches are summarised. Section 3 describes a new model for cooperating experts and explains how the problem solving proceeds within this model. Section 4 describes how conflict resolution takes place in the new model. Section 5 includes a design example to illustrate how problem solving proceeds in this approach. Finally, Section 6 summarises the new model, emphasising its characteristics.

2. Conflict detection and resolution among cooperating experts

In the cooperating experts approach, several specialised agents combine to solve a common problem. During any phase of the problem-solving process, conflicts might appear as a result of incorrect and incomplete local knowledge, different goals, priorities and solution evaluation criteria. When there are several conflicting proposed solutions for a (sub)problem, the agents involved in a conflict must either agree to choose one proposal, cooperatively revise one, or search for a new solution that will be acceptable to everyone.

A common practice in building knowledge-based systems is to avoid potential conflicting situations by analysis and checking the consistency of the knowledge base at development time (Gingberg 1988; Nguyen et al. 1987; Polat & Guvenir 1991b; Rouset 1988; Vignollet & Ayel 1990). This approach, although effective, is very costly as the amount and diversity of knowledge increases. Resolving all conflicts, no matter how unlikely, at development time can be prohibitively time-consuming. Moreover, dividing the domain knowledge into smaller internally consistent collections is difficult.

The problems encountered when resolving conflicts in development time can be avoided by allowing conflicts to occur and be resolved at run-time. In other words, participating agents are allowed to generate conflicting solutions to the subproblems at run-time. In case of a conflict, a set of strategies could be used to resolve the conflict. Some examples of strategies include backtracking, compromise negotiation (a solution is iteratively revised by sliding a value or set of values along some dimension until a mutually acceptable middle point is found), integrative negotiation (identify the most important goals of each agent and find a solution which fulfils all of them), constraint relaxation, case-based and utility reasoning methods, etc. (Adler et al. 1989; Klein & Lu 1989; Lander & Lesser 1990; Polat & Guvenir 1992; Sycara 1989; Werkman et al. 1990). Work in this class comes closest to providing conflict resolution expertise with first class status.

Next, we will summarise studies which emphasise the use of conflict resolution within a cooperating expert systems paradigm. The first is conducted by Klein & Lu (1989), who propose a model for cooperative design that emphasises the parallel interaction of design agents. This work addresses the problem of how conflicts among different experts can be resolved. In their model, there are design experts and a particular conflict resolution expert. Given a design problem, design experts solve the subproblems relevant to their expertise. When a conflict is detected, the conflict resolution expert takes control and tries to resolve it. This expert maintains the global conflict management knowledge which contains conflict classes and corresponding resolution strategies.

The second work is introduced by Lander & Lesser (1990), who propose a Cooperating Expert Framework (CEF) to support cooperative problem-solving among sets of knowledge-based systems. The participating agents solve subproblems relevant to their specific expertise and integrate their efforts using conflict resolution strategies that are appropriate to the problem-solving context. All of the agents have a global knowledge of conflict resolution strategies. When a conflict is detected, agents involved in the conflict propose their alternative resolution strategies. Eventually they agree on a resolution scheme. Later, the conflict is resolved by one of the chosen agents based on that scheme.

Werkman et al. (1990) developed a system called Design Fabricator Interpreter (DFI) which is a framework for distributed cooperative problem-solving among construction agents. The DFI system reflects the distributed nature of the construction industry by providing a multi-agent architecture that models design, fabrication and erection processes. Conflicting recommendations issued by design agents are resolved by a third-party arbitrator agent, which makes suggestions based on the globally known conflict resolution knowledge. It operates in both passive and active modes. In passive mode, the arbitrator monitors the agent proposal process and intercedes when a problem is evident; in active mode, it mediates during the agent’s proposal process when called upon by the agents.

Adler et al. (1989) discuss methods of conflict resolution in the domain of telephone network traffic control. A homogeneous group of agents has geographically divided responsibilities with no overlap. The basic problem that the agents are to solve is excessive demand for the resources in some parts of
the network. Two negotiation protocols are described: conflict-driven plan merging, a bottom-up approach to resolving a conflict that has already occurred, and shared plan development, a top-down approach to avoiding conflicts as plans are developed and refined. Their research addresses how conflicts on the usage of resources could be resolved.

3. A distributed conflict resolution-based model for cooperating experts

The cooperating experts environment is organised as a community of cooperating problem-solving agents, where each agent is represented as a fully functional and autonomous knowledge-based system. The model is designed for solving problems in the domain of design. This model is based on the idea that each design agent has its own conflict resolution expertise separate from its domain-level design expertise, and that in the context of particular conflicts this expertise can be instantiated into specific advice for resolving these conflicts. The model allows a new problem-solver to be added or an existing one to be removed without requiring any modification to the rest of the system. The model can therefore be considered to achieve Open Systems Semantics (Open Systems deal with large quantities of diverse information and exploit massive parallelism) (Hewitt 1986, 1991) in the sense that it not only allows scaleability (ability to increase scale of commitments) but also robustness (ability to keep commitments in face of conflicts) — two primary indicators of Open Systems Semantics.

3.1. Architecture of the model

The cooperative design environment (Figure 1) is composed of a set of design agents, which are fully functional knowledge-based systems, and a shared blackboard. The agents communicate by posting assertions in a shared language. This requires translation capabilities to be included within the agents. The shared blackboard is a public repository available to all agents; this gives one the ability to store ‘global’ information, although the information can only be used locally by the agents. Alternatively, it would be possible to convey information directly through point-to-point communication channels or reserved-spot communication (Winston 1984). The shared blackboard is partitioned into four chunks, allowing fast access, delete and update operations of units. They are called problem, solution, proposal and conflict areas.

The problem area of the shared blackboard contains the initial problem definition and overall requirements that must be taken into account by the design agents. A problem instance is a tuple of the form $P = \langle O, G, C, I \rangle$, where $O$ denotes the problem originator (an agent that defines the problem to be solved); $G$ is the set of goals that must be satisfied for a design to be accepted; $C$ is the set of constraints that design agents should not violate (some of the constraints may be violated through negotiation with the problem originator); and $I$ denotes the initial problem information (such as the layout of a room if the problem is to design an office). The solution area of the shared blackboard includes the evolving design template to which non-conflicting design commitments produced by agents are added.

The proposal area includes partial and incomplete solutions at several layers of abstraction issued by design agents. Design agents assert their solutions as proposals into this area. A proposal instance is a tuple of the form $Q = \langle O, A, R, C \rangle$, where $O$ denotes the owner of the proposal; $A$ is the set of proposed actions to update the current design template; $R$ consists of the reasons justifying each of the actions in $A$ ($R$ could be empty because an agent may not provide reasons for its proposal due to its inaccurate or incomplete knowledge); and $C_i$ is the confidence factor that indicates the confidence of the owner in generating such a proposal. This information would be useful for other agents if the owner utilised inaccurate or incomplete knowledge in producing its solution.

Conflict area is the place where agents put their critiques related to a new design commitment. A portion of this area provides a communication medium with agents that are involved in a conflict situation. This area holds evaluation results and conflict resolution recommendations issued by design agents. An evaluation result instance is a tuple of the form $ER = \langle O, Q, A_c, R_a, R_e \rangle$, where $O$ denotes the owner of the evaluation result tuple; $Q$ is the identity of the proposal evaluated; $A_c$ is the set of actions criticised ($A_c \subseteq A$ in $Q$); $R_a$ is the set of ratings (evaluation results) for each action in $A_c$; and $R_e$ is the overall result of the proposal $Q$ which is either ‘conflicting proposal’ or ‘nonconflicting proposal’. A conflict resolution instance is a tuple of the form $CR = \langle O, Q, A_r, R_r \rangle$, where $O$ is the owner of the conflict resolution tuple; $Q$ is the identity of the related proposal; $A_r$ is the set of refinements for those conflicting actions of $Q$; and $R_r$ includes the reasons for the proposed refinements.

A description of the internal structure of an agent in the model is given in Figure 2. An agent supports a knowledge base, a database and a general controller. The knowledge base

---

**Figure 1:** The architecture of the problem-solving environment.
includes domain and control knowledge, just like in a classical knowledge-based system. It also contains conflict resolution knowledge to be used in cooperatively managing conflicts with other agents. This knowledge is not known globally and varies with respect to the agent's beliefs and understanding of the environment. The database includes facts, goals and constraints specific to the domain of that agent. Agents also maintain two types of history information related to the solution generation phase and conflict resolution phase. This not only makes backtracking possible but also allows case-based information to be used later for solving similar problems encountered. The general controller includes procedures for generating and evaluating design commitments, managing conflicts and translating messages into the common language.
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**Figure 2:** *Internal structure of a design agent in the model.*

The agents in the model are actually heterogeneous agents in the sense that they might use different knowledge representation techniques and inference mechanisms. Each agent is assumed to generate proposals (solutions for subproblems) according to its knowledge. They cooperate to achieve the common goal of solving the global problem. The model can be augmented to support special agents like database systems. For the time being, we assume that each agent is a knowledge-based system which offers to solve subproblems (produce proposals) and cooperates with others in resolving conflicts through negotiation. Local knowledge is represented in whatever language desired and cannot be accessed by any agent except its owner. Several knowledge representation techniques have been developed for the domain of design (Akman et al. 1990; Gero 1988; Goel & Pirolli 1989; Smithers & Troxell 1990; Sriram & Adey 1986; Tokoro & Ishikawa 1984). If the internal language is not the same as the shared language, translation procedures are incorporated within agents. In case of a conflict, agents might make some or all of their goals, constraints and even knowledge available to others.

### 3.2 Problem-solving phases

The problem-solving in the model is initiated by one of the agents asserting a problem definition \( P = \langle O, G, C, I \rangle \) into the problem area of the shared blackboard. All interested agents are instantiated after examining the problem definition and they start producing design proposals related to their expertise, knowledge and viewpoints. When a design agent generates a design proposal \( Q = \langle O, A, R, C, Re \rangle \), it is put into the proposal area. The agent producing this proposal also includes explanation information that indicates which of the agent's goals and constraints caused such a proposal. This explanation allows other agents to understand why such a proposal has been asserted.

After the generation of a proposal, all of the agents are signalled. An agent does not interrupt its proposal generation process if it is already working on another proposal, but it immediately awakens another process — the evaluation process — that will run in parallel with the proposal generation process. The evaluation process first informs the owner of the proposal whether it is going to criticise the proposal. If not, it will go to sleep and wait for another proposal to be asserted. If the agent is interested in the proposal, it evaluates and posts the result \( ER = \langle O, Q, Ac, Ra, Re \rangle \) on the conflict area of the blackboard. The owner of the proposal also evaluates its proposal, usually as part of the solution generation process. It is necessary for the owner to indicate its confidence because it might use incomplete or inaccurate knowledge in producing its solution. The evaluation process results in a rating to be produced which shows the 'quality' of a solution with respect to the goal criteria used to judge. The agents use their internal evaluation criteria and therefore may not share a common rating scale for their findings.

After all the interested parties finish evaluating the newly asserted proposal, those agents which identify the proposal under consideration as conflicting with their beliefs come together to resolve the conflict (those interested agents that put \( ER's \) in which \( Re \) part is 'conflicting proposal'). Agents in our model do not have a global knowledge of conflict resolution strategies, though in existing systems agents are assumed to be knowledgeable about the global conflict resolution expertise. In our model, each agent has its own conflict resolution knowledge that allows it to participate in the process of conflict resolution. The result of conflict resolution is either revision or abandonment of the proposed solution.

When none of the interested agents detect any conflict related to a proposal, the partial design template residing in the solution area is updated by using the design contribution existing in the proposal. The process continues until the design template meets requirements specified by the agent that put the initial problem definition in the problem area of the shared blackboard. The design process may also be terminated, although the agent that put the problem definition is not satisfied. This may happen in cases where none of the agents can generate a non-conflicting design proposal any more.

### 4. Conflict resolution in the model

When an agent detects a conflict, it participates in the resolution process based on its own conflict resolution knowledge. Each agent may utilise different conflict resolution strategies. For example, suppose that we are given the problem of de-
solving an office. The functionality agent suggests that the PC desk be put close to the window so that a PC user could have a look outside when bored. On the other hand, the computer specialist, detecting a conflict, argues that sunshine could damage the PC. The computer specialist uses a conflict resolution strategy which says 'put electrical devices far away from windows'. The functionality agent, however, uses a domain-independent resolution scheme 'try other subgoal alternatives'. Eventually two experts revise the proposal such that the PC desk is put into a place in the office which is not exposed to sunshine, by using different resolution schemes. In deciding which strategy to apply, an agent uses information gathered up to the time the conflict has occurred as well as its conflict knowledge. This information includes:

- Explanation embodied within the proposal (this will allow other interested agents to understand the intent of such a proposal).
- Critiques made by the interested parties to the proposal (after examining outcomes of evaluation procedures of other agents, an agent chooses an appropriate resolution strategy taking into account different viewpoints).
- The relevance of the agent to a particular problem being solved (if an agent is more knowledgeable and capable compared to others, it should participate in resolution of a conflict according to its relevance).
- Flexibility of agents involved in conflicts (this is important for an agent to decide how to behave in a compromise type of conflict resolution).
- Behaviour and actions of other agents in resolving the conflict (by examining this information, an agent might decide to alter the conflict resolution strategy it has been using).
- Conflict resolution history information (if a similar conflict situation was encountered beforehand, an agent could utilise history information in resolving the conflict. This allows case-based reasoning in conflict resolution).
- Number of agents involved in the conflict (depending on the domain, if the number of agents involved in a conflict situation exceeds a certain amount then some of the agents, thinking that they could not be effective for resolving the conflict compared to others, may continue to generate alternative solutions rather than participate in conflict resolution).
- Available problem-solving resources.

When a proposal is issued, each interested agent evaluates it to detect whether or not any conflicting recommendations exist in the proposal. For understanding the kind of conflict that has occurred, each agent examines its conflict knowledge to see which of its conflict situations match (not necessarily a perfect match) the current conflict (if existing). Upon deciding on the conflict situation, an agent uses its conflict resolution knowledge to overcome the conflict from its perspective. Conflict resolution knowledge is composed of general strategies (domain-independent) and specific strategies (domain-dependent). Domain dependent strategies are gathered during the knowledge acquisition phase. Agents prefer to use the most specific strategies first for resolving a conflict. General strategies are resorted to last since they are computationally expensive and may lead to poor solutions.

When an agent detects a conflict and chooses a strategy for resolving the conflict, it does not mean that the agent may not alter the resolution strategy it has chosen. That is, upon observing the actions of other agents during conflict resolution phase, it may improve its understanding of the overall problem and the particular conflict encountered. This allows agents to alter strategies if they think that they will benefit from doing so. When an agent proposes a revised solution based on its resolution scheme, it also explains why the new solution is a good candidate. This enables other agents involved in conflict to choose the most appropriate action on behalf of the resolution process.

5. A cooperating experts’ problem: office design

The following example is taken from the domain of office design to exemplify the problem solving process of the cooperating experts that is used in our implementation. The reason for choosing this example is that it is in a concrete rather than an abstract domain and it can be understood easily because of its suitability for simple two-dimensional graphical representation. Here, we present a simplified layout problem for an office design and describe design agents and their interactions. A well-designed office encompasses different areas of expertise concerning aesthetics, functionality, energy efficiency, etc. In this example, we have incorporated four agents in the problem-solving framework. They are

- the client agent;
- the functionality agent;
- the electricity agent;
- the cost agent.

The client agent is the one that puts forth the problem definition specifying general constraints and the global design goal to be satisfied. This agent may be the one to use the office being designed or be the department chairman who is having the office designed for a prospective faculty member. The functionality agent uses specific heuristic search techniques in the area of space planning. The electricity agent is concerned with all the electrical and electronic devices and wiring including computers, telephones, facsimile systems, etc. The cost agent is required to control the overall cost of the design and avoid wasteful use of resources. When a proposal is generated, each interested agent evaluates it to detect a possible conflict from its own perspective. A conflict is detected when an agent finds a conflict situation (upon examining its knowledge base) that matches the proposal under consideration. In this domain, some possible conflict situations are location of an object, dimensions of an object, quality of an
The design process is initiated by the client agent who puts the following problem definition into the problem area of the shared blackboard:

Problem Definition =
< Client-Agent,
  { goal: (design office)
    subgoals: ((minimize amount-of-walking)
               (customize components-to-the-size-of-office)
               (maximize efficiency)
               (must-have PC) ... ) ),
  { constraints: ((to-be-used-by faculty-member)
                (number-of-occupants 1)
                (cost-of-design < $6000) ... ) ),
  { layout:
    shape: rectangular
    dimensions: ((length 10) (width 8) (height 2.5))
    coordinates: (upperleft (x 0 y 0))
    window:
      type: ((frame wood) (glass glass1))
      dimensions: ((height 1))
      coordinates: ((x 0 y 3) (x 0 y 5))
    door:
      type: ((made-up-of wood))
      dimensions: ((height 2))
      coordinate: ((x 8 y 7) (x 8 y 8))
    electrical-plug:
      coordinates: ((x 6 y 0))
    phone-plug:
      coordinates: ((x 6.5 y 0))
  },
>

Figure 3a shows the global layout of an office. In this example, we ignore the third (z) dimension; instead the height attribute of objects is used when necessary. Also, we are not concerned with the precise locations of objects. After examining the problem definition, all of the interested parties start producing design commitments. First, the functionality agent, according to its expertise and understanding of the problem, asserts the following proposal into the proposal area of the shared blackboard which updates the template as shown in Figure 3b.

Proposal-0 = < Functionality-Agent,
  (put object desk1 :type desk :location (2 2)),
  (put object chair1 :type chair :location (3 0.5)),
  (put object pcdesk1 :type pcdesk :location (2.5 6)),
  (put object chair2 :type chair :location (3 5) ),
  { (utilize sunshine)
    (have better-view) }
  nil >

The functionality agent has decided to put a desk and a PC desk along with two chairs nearer to the window so that the occupant can not only have a good view but also utilise the sunshine. In generating this proposal the agent used the following piece of its domain knowledge:

if number of occupants is 1 and the occupant of the room is academic person then activate SINGLE-ACADEMIC-KB
SINGLE-ACADEMIC-KB (only utilized piece of knowledge)
find a place to put a desk (desk1)
if the occupant is to use computer then include a computer desk (pcdesk1) and find a place to put the computer desk (pcdesk1)
if a desk (desk1, pcdesk1) is to be put then put it near to the window
reasons: utilize sunshine have a better view

This proposal triggers the evaluation procedures within other interested agents. The client agent detects a conflict after evaluating the proposal. With this configuration, the client
agent notices that occupants must walk too much because they might need to use the PC (which will be put on the PC desk) a lot. The functionality and client agents combine to resolve the conflict encountered. The client agent uses a specific resolution scheme which states 'keep frequently used objects close to each other', and the functionality agent uses a general conflict resolution strategy which is 'try other location alternatives'. The client agent has two alternatives to resolve the conflict from its perspective; it may put the PC desk either to the left or to the right of the other desk. Taking into account the explanation within the functionality agent's proposal, the client agent proposes to put the PC desk to the left of the other desk so that the PC desk will be close to the window and hence the occupant can utilise sunshine and have a better view. The revised and agreed solution is shown in Figure 4a. Below is the description of how conflict is detected and resolved by both agents:

**Conflict Detection Tuple =**
<br>
```
< Client-Agent, Proposal-0, { (all-actions) },
{ (increased amount-of-walking) },
"Conflicting-Proposal" >
```

The Client Agent:

Conflict Situation: Location of Objects
Resolution: If the objects involved in conflict are to be used very often then try to keep them close to each other.

The Functionality Agent:

Conflict Situation: Location of Objects
Resolution: try other configuration alternatives

The agreed resolution actions:

- (move :object desk1 :position (3.5 2))
- (move :object chair1 :position (4 0.5))
- (move :object pcdesk1 :position (0.8 2))
- (move :object chair2 :position (1 0.5))

Then the cost agent realises that there is no need to have two chairs close to each other. The cost, client and functionality agents decide to remove one of the chairs as shown in Figure 4b. In the resolution phase, agents agree on rotating the PC desk such that a chair could be used for both desks:

**Conflict Detection Tuple =**
<br>
```
< Cost-Agent, Proposal-0', { (existence-of :object chair2) },
{}, "Conflicting-Proposal" >
```

The Cost Agent:

Conflict Situation: Cost of Objects
Resolution: If existence of some objects causes some problems then remove them

The agreed resolution actions:

- (move :object pcdesk1 :position (4 1))
- (move :object pcdesk1 :location (0.5 1))

Later, the electricity agent decides to put the PC on the PC desk and use an extension cord to connect the PC to the plug, and puts a proposal related to these modifications into the proposal area (Figure 5a):

**Proposal-1 = < Electricity-Agent,**
<br>
```
{ (put :object pcl :type ibmpc :location (0.7 1.5)),
(put :object cord1 :type cord :path
((0.8 1.5) (0.8 0.5) (6 0.5) (6 0.5)) ),
},
nil >
```

---

**Figure 4:** (a) Layout of the office after resolving the conflict in Proposal-0. (b) Layout of the office after resolving the conflict in Proposal-0'.

The Functionality Agent:

Conflict Situations: Location of Objects - Existence of Objects
Resolution: try other configuration alternatives upon removing unwanted objects

The agreed resolution actions:

- (move :object pcdesk1 :location (3.5 2.5))
- (move :object chair1 :location (4 1))
- (rotate :object pcdesk1 -90)
- (move :object pcdesk1 :location (0.5 1))
The knowledge used to generate Proposal-1:

if there is a suitable place (pcdesk1) to put an electrical device (pcl) on top of then put the electrical device (pcl) on top of it (pcdesk1)

if an electrical device (pcl) is not connected to the plug and the electrical device’s (pcl’s) own cable is short then use an extra and long enough cord (cordl) to connect the electrical device (pcl) to the plug

The cost agent detects another conflict related to the electricity agent’s proposal, which is the cost of using an extension cord. The electricity, cost and functionality agents are involved in the resolution of the conflict. The cost agent decides to remove the extension cord and is very inflexible in its decision. The functionality agent does not have a specific resolution scheme in its mind, but uses a general one and decides to put PC desk to the right of the other desk. Although the functionality agent knows that it is better to keep the PC desk close to the window for reasons of utilising sunshine and having a better view, it does not insist on this preference for resolving the conflict. The electricity agent has a domain specific resolution strategy which states ‘keep all of the electrical devices close to the plugs’. Below is how this particular conflict is detected and resolved:

Conflict Detection Tuple =< Cost-Agent, Proposal-1, { (cost-of :object cordl) }, { }, "Conflicting-Proposal" >

The Cost Agent:
Conflict Situation Cost of an Object
Resolution - remove the object (preferred resolution alternative)
- if some other object of the same type but cheaper exists then try to remove the expensive one
- if there exists some other unnecessary or less important object in the template then try to remove that object

The Electricity Agent:
Conflict Situations: Location of Objects and Existence of Objects
Resolution - try other configuration alternatives upon removing unwanted objects
- if an electrical device (pcl) is to be put then put the device (pcl) close to the plug (preferred resolution alternative)

The Functionality Agent:
Conflict Situations: Location of Objects and Existence of Objects
Resolution try other configuration alternatives

The agreed resolution actions:
(remove :object cordl)
(move :object desk1 :location (2 3))
(move :object chair1 :location (3 1))
(move :object pcdesk1 :location (5 1))
(move :object pcl :location (5.5 1.5))
(plug-in :object cord of pcl :to plug)

By explaining their resolution steps the three agents come to an agreement to put the PC desk close to the plug, as shown in Figure 5b. Later, the electricity agent connects the PC’s cable to the plug without using an extension cord. The design pro-

Figure 5: (a) Layout of the office after Proposal-1. (b) Layout of the office after resolving the conflict in Proposal-1.
ceeds in this manner until reaching the requirements specified by the client agent.

In this example, we only gave a segment of the problem-solving process, emphasising the resolution of conflicts without considering precise locations of objects.

6. Conclusions

The cooperating experts’ approach has an important role in the field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence because many of the problems that are being encountered in real life require the application of complex and diverse expertise. One of the important problems faced in a cooperating community of experts is how to detect and resolve conflicts occurring at any phase of problem solving. Existing approaches to conflict resolution rely on coordinated conflict resolution strategies (Adler et al. 1989; Klein & Lu 1989; Lander & Lesser 1990; Werkman et al. 1990). In these approaches, each agent is assumed to have a global knowledge of conflict resolution information. When conflicts happen, agents agree on a conflict resolution scheme and one agent resolves the conflict using a globally agreed resolution strategy.

In this paper, we introduce a new cooperating experts environment for solving problems that openly support multi-agent conflict detection and resolution. In this environment, each agent is free to choose the most appropriate action, given its understanding of the global and local situation and its own capabilities. Each agent has its own conflict resolution knowledge which is not accessible and known by others. Furthermore, there are no globally known conflict resolution strategies. Each agent involved in a conflict chooses a resolution scheme according to its self-interest. Agents might use different strategies of their own and might still agree on a solution.

The model achieves flexibility in its problem-solving, which is the most compelling argument for building modular multi-agent systems. A new agent can be added or an existing one can be removed without any modification of the rest of the system. This characteristic of the model satisfies the requirements of Open Systems Semantics. However, in the existing approaches, addition or removal of an agent requires that the global conflict resolution knowledge be reformed accordingly.

This approach is very similar to conflict resolution in human problem-solving. Existing approaches are too restrictive and applicable only to the problems where experts must agree on a known strategy for resolving conflicts. The new approach also allows agents to alter strategies in the resolution phase if they think it is wise to do so. The model also requires agents to explain why a particular action is made in order for other agents to reason about it. This means that agents may explain the reasoning behind their proposed actions in putting their proposals and in detecting and resolving conflicts.

Currently, we are implementing the model on interconnected SUN-4 workstations. All the problem-solvers — agents — are modelled as processes running on different workstations that communicate over Ethernet. In order to illu-
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